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Sightseeing with a twist
Joining a guided tour is a perfect way to experience Stockholm. There are several tours that
show you Stockholm, but with a twist. How about meeting the ghosts of Old Town, hiking
the rooftops of Riddarholmen, or experiencing the city the Millennium way? Here are a few
suggestions on tours out of the ordinary.
Food tours Stockholm
Discover some of Stockholm’s best restaurants on this guided food
walk. An extraordinary culinary experience that offers various
cuisines, food cultures and flavors. foodtoursstockholm.se
toursofstockholm.com/tour/stockholm-food-tour

Stockholm Adventures
If you like adventures these tours are for you. Stockholm Adventures
offers activities and guided tours like sailing, kayaking, biking,
skating on natural ice, sailing tours, rib speedboat or wildlife safari.
stockholmadventures.se

Roof-top tour
Do you appreciate sky-high views? Then a rooftop tour is for you. In
the company of safetycertified guides, you’ll get to see Stockholm
from above – an extraordinary experience. The tour takes place in
Riddarholmen/Gamla stan. takvandring.com

Millennium tour
Experience Stockholm in the footsteps of Mikael Blomkvist and
Lisbeth Salander. The tour passes many locations mentioned in the
Millennium books and films but you will also learn more about historical and contemporary Stockholm and its inhabitants.
stadsmuseet.stockholm.se/in-english/guided-tours/

Stockholm our way
Personalized tours with guides who love their city and want to share
their best Stockholm tips. The selection of tours are as diverse as
the city itself and you can find plenty of alternatives within food
(Schnapps and herring, anyone?), greenery and city walks, architecture and museums to name a few. stockholmourway.com
Stockholm ghost walk
Explore the dark alleyways of Gamla Stan on a mystical, exciting
tour through history. Tales of murder, disease, fires, legends and
loads of ghosts. stockholmghostwalk.com
Ocean bus
Ocean Bus is a unique sightseeing tour, where you get the chance
to experience Stockholm onboard an amphibious bus that runs on
land as well as on water. The tour includes many of the city´s most
well-known attractions. oceanbus.se
City Photo Tour
A tour that will take you to some of Stockholm’s most photographed
and beloved sights. Simply put: a postcard tour! cityphototour.com
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Hot air ballooning
Enjoy the city from a bird’s eye view. Stockholm is one of few capital
cities in the world that you can fly over in a hot air balloon.
farochflyg.se
Art in the subway
The Stockholm subway system is said to be the world’s longest art
exhibit. Over 90 of the 100 subway stations in Stockholm have
been decorated with sculptures, mosaics, paintings, installations,
engravings and reliefs by over 150 artists. visitstockholm.com/artin-the-subway. SL, Stockholm’s public transport, organize tours that
will guide you through the art and the architecture along the railway.
sl.se/artwalks
Stockholm free tours
There are plenty of free guided tours that will take you to all the
main (and some not so main) sites of Stockholm. The tours depart
on a daily basis and last for about 1,5 hours. All tours are held in
English. Check out available tours at Visit Stockholm event calendar:
visitstockholm.com/stockholm-free-tour
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